Currently, college-going students are taking longer to graduate than their parental generations. Further, in the United States, the six-year graduation rate has been 59% for decades. Improving the educational quality by training better-prepared students who can successfully graduate in a timely manner is critical. Accurately predicting students' grades in future courses has attracted much attention as it can help identify at-risk students early so that personalized feedback can be provided to them on time by advisors. Prior research on students' grade prediction include shallow linear models; however, students' learning is a highly complex process that involves the accumulation of knowledge across a sequence of courses that can not be sufficiently modeled by these linear models. In addition to that, prior approaches focus on prediction accuracy without considering prediction uncertainty, which is essential for advising and decision making. In this work, we present two types of Bayesian deep learning models for grade prediction under a course-specific framework: i)Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) and ii) Recurrent Neural Network (RNN). These course-specific models are based on the assumption that prior courses can provide students with knowledge for future courses so that grades of prior courses can be used to predict grades in a future course. The MLP ignores the temporal dynamics of students' knowledge evolution. Hence, we propose RNN for students' performance prediction. To evaluate the performance of the proposed models, we performed extensive experiments on data collected from a large public university. The experimental results show that the proposed models achieve better performance than prior state-of-the-art approaches. Besides more accurate results, Bayesian deep learning models estimate uncertainty associated with the predictions. We explore how uncertainty estimation can be applied towards developing a reliable educational early warning system. In addition to uncertainty, we also develop an approach to explain the prediction results, which is useful for advisors to provide personalized feedback to students.
INTRODUCTION
The average six-year graduation rate for undergraduate programs in the United States has been around 59% for over a decade [33] . More than half of the graduating students take six years to finish four-year programs. The additional time required by students and low graduation rates has high human, monetary and societal costs with regards to workforce training and economic growth. Lack of proper academic preparation and planning are some of the main reasons that lead to student failure in higher education [3] . To improve retention rates and help students graduate in a timely manner, we aim to develop analytics-driven early warning and degree planning systems that can identify at-risk students; so that advisors can provide them timely and personalized feedback/advice. Grade prediction is fundamental for these systems.
Prior next-term grade prediction methods usually train a onesize-fits-all model that predicts students' grades in multiple courses [27] . However, different courses have different characteristics such as prerequisites, knowledge content, instructors and difficulty level. To address this problem, Polyzou et al. proposed a course-specific framework, which was shown to be successful for accurately predicting students' grades [27, 28] . Course-specific methods identify a subsets of prior courses on a course-by-course basis to predict a student's grade in a target course. They are based on the assumption that students accumulate necessary knowledge to take future courses by taking a sequence of prior courses. Our models are based upon this course-specific framework.
From the perspective of educational psychology, learning is affected by both external and internal factors such as motivation, study habits, attention and instructor pedagogy [6, 24] , which bring about challenges for grade prediction. These challenges are further exacerbated by the fact that learning is a reflection of human cognition which is a complex process [26] . Existing course-specific models are linear shallow learners, e.g. linear regression or low-rank matrix factorization. These shallow learners may not be capable of capturing complex interactions underlying student's learning. To better model students' learning process, we propose to use deep learning models. Another drawback of traditional grade prediction methods is that the predicted grade is a point estimation. To make informed decision based on the predicted results, we need to know if the prediction system is confident or not. If the system is confident enough about the predictions, we can rely on them and take corresponding actions. However, if the prediction is not reliable, human advisors should decide what to do. Compared to traditional deep learning models, Bayesian deep learning models can provide principled uncertainty estimation.
Specifically, we propose two types of Bayesian deep learning models, (I) Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) [31] , (II) Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) networks [15] . MLP consists of hierarchical hidden layers that maps the input vector to an output target. The input vector is treated as static and hence the temporal dynamics of the input data are ignored by MLP. To capture student's knowledge evolution, we also propose a LSTM model. Theoretically, RNNs are able to model arbitrarily long sequential data. However, in practice, because of the vanishing gradient problem, vanilla RNNs fail to capture long-term dependencies. For grade prediction, a course taken several semesters ago might still have influence on the student's performance in a future course. To model such long-term dependencies, we choose to use LSTM model.
The proposed models are evaluated on datasets extracted from University X by using different evaluation metrics. The results show that the proposed models outperform the comparative state-of-theart methods in all aspects. To trust the predictions from a model, we need to know if the system is confident about its predictions or not. We provide empirical results about model uncertainty and investigate case studies towards developing a reliable educational early warning system. We also propose a method to explain the models' predictions, which identifies a list of influential prior courses that lead to a student's failure in the target course.
The main contributions of this work can be summarized as follows:
• We propose two types of course-specific Bayesian deep learning models for grade prediction, namely, course-specific MLP and LSTM. Compared to existing methods, the proposed models have better modeling capability and prediction accuracy.
• The proposed models can provide prediction uncertainty which is essential for decision making. Based on uncertainty estimation, we show how uncertainty can help build a reliable educational early warning system. • In addition to uncertainty estimation, we propose a method to explain the prediction results, which can identify influential courses that results in a student's failure of a course.
• We propose a method to evaluate the models' capability of catching at-risk students. The evaluation results show that the proposed methods outperform several baseline methods for this task.
RELATED WORK
The application of analytics to improve educational quality can be seen in many areas related to modeling of learners [20] , predicting and advising learners [11] , automated content enhancement [1] , knowledge tracing [9, 37] and course/topic recommendations to students [10] . Among them, student's academic performance prediction has attracted much attention, as it underlies applications to several AI-based decision making systems including educational early warning systems, degree planning and academic trajectory planning [11] . In light of this paper's scope, we only review approaches for student's performance prediction and predictive uncertainty estimation.
Student Performance Prediction
Several machine learning algorithms have been applied to tackle the student performance prediction problem [8, 32] . Al-Barak et al. applied decision trees for grade prediction by using students' transcript data [2] . Umair et al. used Support Vector Machines (SVMs) to select key training instances for grade prediction [35] .
Recommender systems based methods including collaborative filtering [7] , matrix factorization [19] and factorization machines [34] have been proposed for grade prediction. These approaches use a one-size-fits-all framework for training the model and prediction. Polyzou et al. proposed a personalized model that is specific to each course and student [28] . Student-course enrollment patterns have grouping structures which result in missing not at random patterns of student grade data. Leveraging this, Elbadrawy et al. proposed a domain-aware grade prediction algorithm for student's performance prediction and course recommendation [10] . Since students accumulate knowledge by taking courses sequentially within the academic programs, it is assumed that the knowledge state of the students is evolving. Ren et al. proposed a temporal course-wise influence model which incorporates the influence of prior courses in a sequential way, however, up to two terms [29] . Several works use deep learning to model student learning habits and predict performance. Livieris et al. developed a neural network based classifier to predict whether a student will have poor performance in a Math course [23] . Gedeon et al. trained a feedforward neural network to predict a student's final grade in a computer science course using data from teaching sessions and provided interpretability of the prediction results by generating a set of rules [14] . Yang et al. designed a time series neural network using a student's clickstream data while watching video lectures in massive open online courses (MOOCs) [36] . Okubo et al. proposed a recurrent neural network classifier to predict a student's grade by using data from various logs of learning activities [25] . For modeling student's learning process within Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITS), Piech et al. proposed using deep knowledge tracing [26] . Most of the proposed neural network models were developed for in-class prediction or for intelligent tutoring systems that model student learning in a single course. The DKT models are similar to our proposed LSTM model; however, the DKT models only incorporate one response each time step. Our proposed LSTM model is more flexible and can incorporate several (responses) grades of prior courses taken together in the same semester.
The existing deep learning models either ignore the temporal dynamics of student's grade data or are designed only for a single course by using data within that single course. In this paper, our proposed models aim to predict student's performance by using data across several teaching sessions and the LSTM model can take into account the sequential aspect of a student accumulating knowledge across multiple semesters.
Predictive Uncertainty
Deep learning models have achieved state-of-the-art performance in many areas due to their abilities to model complex patterns [21] . However, general deep learning models cannot represent uncertainty, which is critical for decision-making. Bayesian models have the advantage of providing principled uncertainty estimation. Therefore, combining Bayesian approaches with deep learning models is a way to obtain benefits from these two perspectives. Figure  1 shows the difference between a traditional deep learning (neural network) and Bayesian deep learning model.
Bayesian deep learning models place a prior distribution over model parameters; the model is updated by Bayes' rule with observed data. The posterior distribution of the model parameters is the learned model. Due to possible non-linear activation functions that can be applied to neurons, exact model posterior is not available. Approximate inference methods are used for model training, such as variational inference [12] . However, these methods have a high computational cost and are hard to scale in practice.
Recently, Monte Carlo (MC) dropout has been proposed by Gal et al. [13] , which is efficient for uncertainty estimation and requires no change in the designed model architecture. In this work, we adopt MC dropout as a way to estimate prediction uncertainty and explain the details in Section 3.4. 
METHODS 3.1 Model Learning Framework
Given records of n students and m courses, we extract the grades to form a sparse grade matrix G ∈ R n×m . In addition, we have the information associated with the semester (time) when the particular grade was obtained. Further, the data includes student-related features (e.g., academic level, previous GPAs, major, etc.) and courserelated features (e.g., course level, discipline, credit hours, etc.). These content features are combined to form a feature vector associated with a student-course pair. Given a student's grades in the courses taken before the target course (referred to as prior courses), the objective of the next-term grade prediction problem is to predict the grade that the student will achieve in a course to be taken in the next semester (term). To predict grade in a course-wise manner, we adopt course-specific framework [28] . Under this framework, different models are learnt for different courses. To predict a student's grades in next courses, his/her grades from prior courses are fed into corresponding models.
Multilayer Perceptron
Traditional grade prediction models are linear models, such as linear regression. Compared to linear models, the key advantage of multilayer perceptron comes from its hierarchical hidden layers that capture complex interactions and non-linearities. The theoretical foundation is given by the Kolmogorov-Arnold representation theorem [4, 18] ; every multivariate continuous function can be represented as a superposition of one-dimensional continuous functions.
Given an input vector x, the task of the multilayer perceptron algorithm is to map x to output y, which has the following form
To estimate a student's grade in course c by using the coursespecifc MLP model F c , we havê
where s ∈ R m is the vector of the student's grades in the prior courses.
Long Short Term Memory
To capture the sequential characteristics of students' grades in prior courses, we model the learning behavior and performance using recurrent neural networks with long short term memory [15] (LSTM). The standard RNN model has the vanishing gradient problem and is unable to capture long-range dependencies. In our case, an course taken several semesters before, such as a prerequisite, plays an important role in determining a student's performance in a target course. To solve the long-term dependency problem, LSTM is proposed for sequential data. The hidden states of LSTM capture the student's knowledge states, which models a student's knowledge evolution. The hidden states are updated as the student enrolls for courses and obtain grades in them. Figure 2 shows the LSTM approach for modeling student's learning process. At the beginning, a student has some prior knowledge before taking any courses; the student's knowledge states evolve as he/she take courses, as indicated by different colors at each time step in Figure 2 . A student's knowledge states influences his/her performance in a course .The last hidden state h T is used to predict his/her grade in a target course within the course-specific framework. LSTM is a gated recurrent neural network, which consists of forget gate and input gate. The forget gate decides which part of the information to forget from the cell state. This is useful when the same knowledge can be obtained by taking two different courses. A student's knowledge state corresponding to knowledge acquired by taking the first course can be discarded while renewed by using the second one. When student takes a new course, his/her knowledge state is updated. In LSTM, this is done by the information layer and input gate; input gate decides which new information should be added into the cell state. The output from LSTM is hidden state which represent student's current knowledge state.
To estimate a student's grade in the target course by using LSTM model, we first extract the student's grades in the prior courses with timestamp i.e., in which terms the prior courses are taken. The grades in term t are represented as multiple-hot encoded vector x t -as more than one course can be taken together in one semester -where the entries of x t corresponds to the grades of courses taken in semester t; 0 represents the corresponding courses are not taken. If the grade obtained is 0 (F), we use a small number (0.1) to represent it to differentiate it from courses that are not taken. We input the sequence of the encoded vectors x 1 , x 2 , ..., x T to the model and the hidden state from the last step h T is fed into a fully connected layer, the output of which is the predicted grade:
where h T is the last hidden state, w yh is the parameters of the fully connected layer and b y is the bias term.
Uncertainty Estimation
Given input data x, the output of an Bayesian deep learning model f (·) is meanŷ and standard deviation σ , where σ is treated as uncertainty; the lower the standard deviation, the higher the predictive confidence. Bayesian models such as Gaussian Process provide principled uncertainty estimation, however, they are computationally prohibitive and hard to scale to large-scale datasets. Yarin et al., showed that dropout can be interpreted as a Bayesian approximation and Monte Carlo (MC) dropout is proposed to obtain prediction uncertainty [13] . Dropout is first proposed as a method for preventing overfitting in neural networks. The basic idea of MC dropout is that for each input, we repeat the prediction for T iterations to get T different outputs, at each iteration neurons are randomly set to zero with some dropout probability. In the next section, we describe how to obtain uncertainty by using Monte Carlo dropout.
Given an deep learning model trained with dropout probability p, we sample T sets of model parameters
For an input x i , the outputs from T model realizations arê
The prediction mean y is estimated as
The prediction variance is estimated as
which equals sample variance plus model uncertainty τ −1 , where τ is a hyperparameter which needs to be tuned for different datasets [13] . Given prediction mean y and variance σ 2 i , an α-level prediction interval is calculated as
where z a/2 is the upper (1 − C)/2 critical value for standard normal distribution. For example, 95% prediction interval can be calculated as [y − 1.96σ , y + 1.96σ ].
Interpretability
When a model is used for decision making, it is necessary for practitioners to have confidence in the predictions in order to act upon them [5, 22, 30] . When an instructor is notified of an at-risk student, they need to know not only the predicted grades but also the reasons associated with the corresponding predictions (e.g., which prior courses lead to a student's failure in the target course). Towards this end, we develop an approach to explain the predictions made by the proposed model. The course-specific model assumes that the knowledge needed for a course is accumulated when taking the prior courses. As such, one of the factors associated with student's performance is his grade/performance in the prior courses. We compute the influence of a prior course in the following way. 
The intuition behind this approach is that if a student could have obtained higher grades in a prior course, he/she is likely to have better performance in the target course. Based on this information a student could be advised to prepare or review the material in these influential courses so as to be successful in the target course.
This can also be used to improve the curriculum structure. By considering students collectively, if there exists a prior course that consistently has a high influence for a target course across several students, then this prior course material needs to be a prerequisite or reviewed in class (if not already present). To compute the influence of a prior course on a target course, we observe that different students have a different grade in a prior course. Instead of setting the grade of a prior course to 4.0, we increase its grade by a fixed value of 1.0 The following equations describe how to compute the influence of a prior course on a target course.
where p is the prior course, S is all the students that have taken target course c, y * (p +1.0 ) is the predicted grade if grade of prior course p is increased by 1.
EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOLS 4.1 Dataset Description
The methods are evaluated on a dataset from University X. We choose the largest five undergraduate majors including: (i) Computer Science (CS), (ii) Electrical Engineering (ECE), (iii) Biology (BIOL), (iv) Psychology (PSYC) and (v) Civil Engineering (CEIE).
To build a course-specific model for a target course, we choose the prior courses according to the University Catalog from Fall 2009 to Spring 2017. The evaluation simulates the real-world scenario of predicting the next-term grades for students. Specifically, the models are trained on the data up to term T − 1 and tested on term T . The last 
Model Training
The deep learning models are trained by using the Adam [17] optimizer. For the hyperparameters, we use the grid search to choose the best combination on the validation dataset as described above. Every 50 iterations, we take a snapshot of the model and the model that performs the best on the validation dataset is selected for final evaluation on the test set. The hyper-parameters for MLP include the number of layers (ranging from 2 to 10) and the number of neurons in each of the hidden layers (ranging from 2 -50). For the stacked-LSTM, the parameters include the number of hidden dimensions (ranging from 10 to 100) and the number of stacked layers (ranging from 1 to 5). The activation function is Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) and the learning rate was set to 0.001. The configuration parameters for Adam are set to default values (β 1 is 0.9, β 2 is 0.999 and ϵ is 10e-8).
Evaluation Metrics
We employ different evaluation metrics including the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and Percentage of Tick Accuracy (PTA) [27] . In the grading system, there are 11 letter grades (A+, A, A-, B+, B, B-, C+, C, C-, D, F) which correspond to (4, 4, 3.67, 3.33, 3, 2.67, 2.33, 2, 1.67, 1, 0). A tick is defined as the difference between two consecutive letter grades. The performance of a model is assessed based on how many ticks away the predicted grade is from the true grade. For example, a true grade of B vs. prediction of B is zero tick; true grade of B vs prediction of B-is one tick and true grade of B vs a prediction of C+ is two ticks. Table 2 shows an example. To assess the performance of the models by using PTA, we first convert the predicted numerical grades to the closest letter grades and then compute the percentages of each of the x ticks.
Comparative Methods
We compare the proposed models with different approaches including matrix factorization and the traditional course-specific models.
Bias Only (BO).
The Bias Only method only takes into account a student's bias, course's bias and global bias [16] . The predicted gradeд s,c by using this model is estimated aŝ
where b 0 , b s and b c are the global bias, student bias and course bias, respectively.
Matrix Factorization (MF).
To use matrix factorization for a student's grade prediction, we assume that students and courses can be jointly represented in low-dimensional latent space [16] . The grade of student s in a future course c can be predicted aŝ
where b 0 , b s and b c are the global bias, student bias and course bias, respectively; p s and q c are latent vectors corresponding to student s and course c.
Course-Specific Regression with Prior Courses.
The coursespecific regression with prior courses (CSR PC ) [28] predicts the grade of a student s in a course c as a linear combination of the grades in prior courses.
Course-Specific Regression with Content Features.
The CourseSpecific Regression with Content Features (CSR CF ) model [16] predicts a student's grade in a course using content features related to the student (e.g., academic level, previous GPAs, major, etc) and the course (e.g., course, discipline, credit hours, etc.).
Course-Specific Hybrid
Model. The course-specific hybrid model (CSR HY ) predicts a student's grade in a future course by combining the content features and grades of prior courses [16] . Table 3 shows the comparison of the proposed MLP and LSTM models with various baselines using MAE for the Fall 2016 and Spring 2017 semesters. We observe that the deep learning models have the best performance on all datasets and LSTM outperforms MLP approach. Specifically, the LSTM model outperforms the best performing baseline by 12 to 45% across the different majors and the two semesters. Compared to MLP, the LSTM model is able to achieve better performance. The reason is that LSTM can model the temporal dynamics associated with students' knowledge evolution, which can not be captured by MLP and other traditional methods. In addition, LSTM are able to handle long-term dependencies within the knowledge evolution. For example, an important course such as the prerequisite taken several semesters away can have a significant effect on the course to be predicted, which can be modeled by LSTM.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Comparative Performance
To gain better insights into the types of errors made by different methods, Table 4 presents the experimental results evaluated by using tick errors as defined in Section 4.3. The LSTM model achieves the best performance (with exceptions in BIOL and CEIE majors for Fall 2016). Similar to results evaluated by using MAE, MLP is inferior to LSTM but better than the other competing methods. We 
Identifying At-Risk Students
One of the important applications of student's performance prediction is to develop an early-warning system that can identify students at-risk of failing courses they plan to take in the next term (or future). We define at-risk students as those whose grades are below 2.0 (C and lower). We convert all the grades above 2.0 as not-at-risk and below 2.0 as at-risk, and treat the prediction as a classification problem. The experimental procedures are similar to grade prediction except that the predicted grades over 2.0 are treated as pass and below 2.0 as fail. We choose accuracy and F-1 score as evaluation metrics, due to the fact that the number of at-risk and non-at-risk students is imbalanced. The experimental results are shown in Table 5 for Spring 2017. Higher value is better. We observe that the proposed methods outperform all the baselines and in most cases, LSTM performs better than MLP.
Uncertainty Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the quality of our uncertainty estimation in several aspects. The first one is coverage, which can be evaluated by using calibration plot. The calibration plot can be explained by observing that if a prediction is made at 95% confidence level, then the probability that the prediction falls in the prediction interval should be 0.95. Figure 3 shows the calibration plot evaluated on our datasets. The x-axis of the plot is the expected confidence level and the y-axis is the empirical confidence level. From the figure, we can see that the calibration curves across the five majors are close to the optimal calibration curve.
The second way to evaluate uncertainty estimation is that a model should make less errors on predictions that it is confident about. Therefore, we evaluate the model as a function of confidence score and we propose error@k:
where error can be mean absolute error or tick error, the predictions are ranked in terms of predictive variance, lower predictive variance is more confident. Figure 4 shows mean absolute error with respect to top-k confident predictions. The figure shows that as the predictions become less confident, the prediction errors become higher. Grade prediction is fundamental for early-warning student facing system. The application case of educational early-warning system is that when an instructor/advisor is informed that a student will fail a course, the instructor will reach out to the student and provide the student personalized advising and help. In this process, we want to make sure students who are not failing are not predicted as failing students (false positives) so as to reduce wasted educational resources; and the failing students are not predicted as passing students (false negatives) so that they can get much needed timely help. Prediction confidence is useful for reducing these kind of errors by only taking action on confident predictions. We also evaluate uncertainty estimation on the application of identification of at-risk students. Figure 5 shows false negative rate (FNR) and false positive rate (FPR) as a function of prediction confidence.
We observe in most cases as prediction confidence decreases, there are more errors. To make less errors, we can choose to take actions only on confident predictions. However, more confident predictions have less coverage. In practice, we propose to set an appropriate confidence threshold to make a tradeoff between coverage and accuracy. All the uncertainties are estimated by using MLP and we levae uncertainty estimation using LSTM to future work.
Case Studies: Influential Courses
To incorporate the developed next-term grade approaches within personalized advising system, we seek to not only report the predicted grades for the student but identify the list of prior courses that were most influential for determining future success in a given target course. Figure 6 shows examples of use case scenarios for students in different disciplines. We choose six at-risk students from CS, ECE, BIOL and PSYCH majors. If a student has grade lower than 2.0, he/she is identified as at-risk student. We compute the influence of the prior courses on the prediction as described in Section 3.5 and only prior courses contributing to the increase in the prediction are reported. The influence is computed by using the LSTM model. The influence index is sorted and normalized and only the top five prior courses are shown in the Figure 6: Influence of prior courses. For every subfigure, x-axis is influence value, left y-axis is top five most influential prior courses, right y-axis is student's grade in corresponding prior course. In the titles, target course means the course for which we are predicting grade, predicted grade is the predicted grade for the student, and true grade is the student's real grade in the target course.
to full grade (i.e. 4.0). This does not suggest that a course with a lower grade has higher influence than a course with higher grade. For example, in top right subfigure, the lowest grade of the student is from MATH-114 (about calculus), but the most influential is course CS-211 (about object-oriented programming) (prerequisite of the target course). The left column of second row shows the third example. The target course is ECE-331 (about digital system design). For this student, the actual grade in the target course is 1.0 and predicted grade is 1.6. The most influential course is ECE-220 (about signals and systems), as this student performed very poorly in this course (grade was 0.0). From the results, we can see that the proposed approach is able to identify influential prior courses that explain the prediction results. Bolded course is the pre-requisite. Table 6 shows the influence of prior courses on a target course for groups of students. We choose five representative courses from each major. From the table, we observe that for all the courses their prerequisites are one of the top five most influential courses. Although, most of the time, the most influential prior course for a target course is not necessarily the prerequisite, the most influential course is very relevant to the target course. For example, course CS-367 about low-level computer system such as machinelevel programming; the most influential course ECE-301 is digital electronics, which is about designing logic circuits and relevant to low-level computer system. Providing a list of influential courses for a target course can help stakeholders improve the curriculum and program structure.
CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we proposed two course-specific Bayesian deep learning models for next-term grade prediction. The first is a multi-layer perceptron which treats the feature vector as static and ignores the temporal dynamics of a student's knowledge evolution. To overcome this issue, we also developed a Long Short Term Memory model that takes into account the sequential aspect of student's knowledge accumulating process by taking courses across semester/terms.
We highlight the strengths of our proposed approach by incorporating the predictions within three application scenarios: (i) identify at-risk students and (ii) provide explainable results so as to identify a list of influential courses associated with a target course. (iii) provide prediction uncertainty for building a reliable educational early warning system.
We conducted comprehensive experiments to evaluate the proposed models. The experiments demonstrate that the proposed models exhibit better performance at predicting students' grades than state-of-the-art baselines. The experiments also show that the proposed models have better capability at identifying at-risk students.
